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Abstract

We present the query processing algorithm for the Penguin
system. Penguin supports multiple object views on a relational
database, so that data may be shared by applications with het-
erogeneous object schemata. Penguin also o�ers an interface
for the C++ language. We have developed a query process-
ing algorithm for querying composite object views. The query
algorithm takes a query on a composite object view, and de-
composes it into partial queries on the relational database. The
�nal query result is composed from those partial results. We
also discuss an optimization for reducing the volume of tem-
porary data created in query processing.

1 Introduction

Object-oriented programming is becoming quite prevalent
for its bene�ts of software productivity, quality and reusabil-
ity. Software developers are eager to adopt the object-oriented
approach in new applications. On the other hand, the rela-
tional model introduced by Codd [7] is so widely accepted
that most new database applications use relational databases
today. But there are several problems with linking object-
oriented programming with databases.
The �rst problem is the need to linking programs written

in the object-oriented paradigm with legacy data in relational
databases. The relational model has a simple but powerful
description and its theory is mathematically elegant. Yet the
normalized data structures, suggested by relational design the-
ory, require that data be composed in order to be treated in
the object-oriented model. Many extended relational models
have been studied to break this limitation of the relational
model [9, 19, 21], but nested relations do not alone support
object-oriented programming.

The second problem is the di�culty of sharing data among
applications with heterogeneous object schemata even when
using a common database. Some object-oriented database
management systems are available currently [14, 15, 23], but
they permit us to de�ne only one conceptual schema for each
database and do not support the view concept. This means all
the applications which access the same database are forced to
use the same structure of the object classes. As the result, ap-
plication development is quite limited and cannot achieve the
full bene�t of object-oriented programming. Therefore, we
believe that object-oriented databases should support view-
objects as described in [24], and each application should have
its own speci�c object schema.
The third problem is that there is not yet a standard query

language for object-oriented databases, and query capabilities
among object-oriented database systems vary. Several query
languages have been proposed [1, 2, 6, 12, 20], but most of
them are also dependent on their own data models.
The Penguin system solves these problems. The Penguin

system has been developed to allow multiple applications that
have their own object schema share data in a common rela-
tional database [3, 4, 5, 11, 25]. We have developed query
manager for the Penguin system. We discuss how a powerful
object query language can be supported on top of a relational
database. We briey introduce the data models of Penguin in
the next section, and then describe the query language in Sec-
tion 3. Our query processing algorithm is described in Section
4. Some further issues are also discussed in Section 5.

2 Penguin system

Penguin1 has a multi-layered conceptual schema. The lay-
ers are the relational layer, the view object layer and the C++
object layer. We illustrate this layering using an example of a
database containing data on companies, departments and em-
ployees in Fig. 1. The objects have the structures of composite
objects with the nested tuples as following examples.

1For information about the Penguin project, please write to

Arthur M. Keller, Stanford University, Computer Science Dept.,

Stanford, CA 94305-2140, or to ark@db.stanford.edu
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Figure 1: Data mapping in multi-layered model.
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A company object (CompObj) consists of the attributes of a
company and the set of its departments. A department object
(DeptObj) consists of a department and a set of its employees.
An employee object (EmpObj) consists of information about
an employee. We briey describe how such objects are de�ned
in the Penguin multi-layered schema. The details can be found
in [3].
Penguin de�nes a structural model on top of the relational

database layer to classify the relationships between the rela-
tions. The relations contained in the structural model are nor-
malized based on the design theory of the relational database.

And connections are de�ned between the relations, which are
basically joins but also provide structural semantics for the
relational model. Connections are represented in the directed-
graph for the structural model. Penguin system currently sup-
ports three types of connection, Ownership Connections (rep-
resented by |�), Reference Connections (represented by �!)
and Subset Connections (represented by |�). The semantics
in the structural model is used to avoid problems of updating
databases through object views [5].

View-objects are composite objects de�ned on the struc-
tural model in a language-independent object layer. Each
application can have its own object schema, and can share
the data with other applications. That is, Penguin system or-
ganizes the composite objects from the normalized relations,
based on the view-object de�nition which is designed speci�-
cally to each application. Thus, a user can decide a desirable
object schema for the respective application, and he can ac-
cess the data in the relational database via the window of
view-objects.

The view-objects support navigation through the composite
object structures. One type of the navigation is accessing data
via connections which link the sub-tuples contained in a view-
object with the primary tuple. This type of the navigation
corresponds to the data access inner view-object. The other
type of the navigation is the reference to other view-object
whose semantic keys are included in the source view-object.
For example, CompObj contains the nested tuples of the de-
partment, and includes the semantic keys of DeptObj. A user
can navigate to DeptObj from a tuple of the department in
CompObj.

Penguin also generates the C++ classes corresponding to
the view-objects. Fig. 2 shows a part of the C++ code auto-
matically generated for the example application shown above.
Those C++ classes consist of the members corresponding to
the attributes in the view objects and the basic methods
(member functions), which are available to access the view-
objects (e.g., navigation, query, and update). Users can add



.. .

class  Comp {

protected:
//  members for attributes

char  cname[ 32 ];
int  sales;

//members for connections
Dept  *  department ;    // Ownership

public:
get_relation_name() { return( "Comp" ); }

};

.. .

class  CompObj : public  Comp {

public:
//  member functions to access data

char  *  get_cname();
int  get_sales();

CompObj_department  *  get_department();
// member functions to navigate

};
.
.
.

Figure 2: C++ code for class definition.

their own methods to these classes, and can construct ap-
plications based on those methods de�ned in the application
layer. We selected the C++ as the �rst application language
to implement because it is a de facto standard for object-
oriented programming. But the implementation of the view-
object layer is independent of the application languages, and
other choices will be possible.

3 Query language

As described in the previous section, Penguin supports the
multi-layered data schema of view-objects on the relational
database. But users want to describe their query requests
using the object schema, without having to understand the
relational schema. To satisfy this desire, we have de�ned the
Penguin query language that operates on composite objects,
which Penguin must translate into query requests on the un-
derlying relational database.

SQL is the standard query language for the relational
databases. For ease of learning, we have designed a query
language that is based on SQL, but with extensions to the
syntax to apply to objects.

We support path-expressions, as is common among query
languages for object-oriented databases. A path-expression
can contain many implicit joins de�ned in the structural
model. Users can just use the corresponding connection names
included in the view-object de�nitions, and do not have to
know the speci�c de�nition of the joins, such as the names of
relations and join attributes.

If the query is issued in a C++ application linked with the
Penguin query manager, methods in the C++ objects can be
also contained in the expressions. Those methods should be
de�ned in C++ object classes by the user, which would be
invoked to an instance of the class and would also return an
C++ object corresponding to a view-object.

Thus, the basic form of the query language is as follows.

<query-statement> ::= SELECT <select-list>
FROM <from-spec>
[ WHERE <boolean> ]

<select-list> ::= <path-expression>
[ f , <path-expression> g : : : ]

<from-spec> ::= <variable-declare>
[ f , <variable-declare> g : : : ]

<boolean> ::= <predicate>
j <boolean> AND <predicate>

<variable-declare> ::= <object-name>
<variable> [ <variable> : : : ]

<path-expression> ::= <path-sequence>
[ . <path-terminator> ]

<path-sequence> ::= <variable> [ f . <path> g : : : ]
<path-terminator> ::= <attribute> j <atom-method>

<path> ::= <connection>
j <reference> j <object-method>

Many predicates and operators de�ned in the standard SQL,
as listed below, are available in the where clause.

� =; <>; <; >; <=; >=

� +; �; �; =

� LIKE; IS NULL; IS NOT NULL

The predicates can also contain path-expressions. We do not
support disjunction, nor nested queries.
Consider the following example.

Query: \Select the departments whose typical employee is
younger than Tom, but his salary is more than twice of
Tom's, even though the sales of his company is less than
that of Tom's company. Show those departments and the
names of their typical employees."

SELECT c2:department; e2:ename
FROM CompObj c1 c2; EmpObj e1 e2
WHERE e1:ename = 0Tom0

AND c1:cname = e1:cname
AND c2:department:DeptObj

:typicalEmployee() = e2
AND e2:salary > e1:salary � 2
AND e2:age() < e1:age()
AND c2:sales < c1:sales

This query takes advantage of the navigations de�ned in the
view objects. For example, department in the above state-
ment is the name of the connection corresponding to the join
between the relation Comp and Dept, so c2:department rep-
resents one of the nested tuple of the department contained in
the company object c2. And DeptObj in the where clause is
the reference to the department object from the department
tuple in the company object.
The method typicalEmployee() is also contained in the

path-expression, which is invoked to a department object and
returns a typical employee from the department object. This
method is de�ned in the C++ application speci�cally by the
users. The age() is also a method, which is de�ned on the
employee object to calculate the age of the employee from
the birthday. This method returns an atomic value of inte-
ger. Such an atomic-method can be used only to terminate



the path-expression. Thus, the language supports the various
layers of data models, and o�ers users the power of describing
the query request through all the data layers.

4 Query execution

We show the basic algorithm of the query execution in
this section. As shown in the previous section, a query re-
quest made by a user contains requirements for all the three
layers of the data schema. So the query processor has to de-
compose a query request into processing that is performed at
the various levels from the relational database level up to the
C++ programming level. That is, the total query is divided
and categorized into the parts that can be treated in the re-
lational SQL and the other parts containing the methods to
be processed in Penguin or the application. The procedure of
query processing consists of the next steps.

1. Analyze the path-expressions to specify:

� relations

� joins

� attributes

� methods

which are contained in the query request.

2. Create a query graph to describe the whole request.

3. Analyze the query graph to decompose the total query
into partial queries.

department

age()age()

EmpObj  e1

CompObj   c1 CompObj   c2

DeptObj

typicalEmployee()

EmpObj  e2

Original : Comp

Original : Emp

Original :  Integer Original :  Integer

Relation : R7

Original : Emp

Original : Dept

Original : Comp

Relation : R1 Relation : R2

Relation : R3

Relation : R4 Relation : R5

Relation : R6

Figure 3: Analysis of path-expressions.

4. Decide the sequence of calculating the partial queries,
and generate the procedure of composing the �nal result.

5. Execute the query procedure, and instantiate a view ob-
ject for the result.

We describe some details of those steps in the following part
of this section.

4.1 Query graph

To decompose a query request, we create a query graph.
At �rst, the statement is analyzed and the implicit relations
and joins are extracted from the path-expressions as in Fig. 3.
In the tree of Fig. 3, all the relations and joins are revealed,
including those which have been hidden behind the path-
expressions.
Fig. 4 shows the query graph for the example query. The

vertices represent relations and the hyperedges correspond to
the joins or other predicates. The query graph contains all the
hidden relations and joins involved by the path-expressions.
Naturally, the other predicates that explicitly appear in the
where clause are also part of the graph.
Note the edges illustrated by the arrows in the �gure, which

are the implicit joins using methods. For example, the method
typicalEmployee() is regarded as a join from the company re-
lation to the department relation. The method age() is treated
as a join from the employee relation to a virtual relation \inte-
ger". Those joins via methods are directional as indicated by
arrows. This means such joins can be calculated only from the
source relations, and the attributes of the destination relations
are added to the result of the join.

age()ename = ’Tom’ R4 R5

R3

R4.salary  * 2  <  R5.salary

R6

age()

R6.age > R7.age

R7

typicalEmployee()

R1 R2

R1.cname = R4.cname

B1.sales  >  B2.sales

R2.cname = R3.cname

Figure 4: Query graph.
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Figure 5: Decomposition of query.

Thus, the graph represents the full speci�cation of the query
request.

4.2 Decomposition and composition

The query graph contains all the operations from the re-
lational level through the C++ object level. Those processes
have to be divided into parts so that each of them is deliv-
ered to the appropriate layer of processor. For this purpose,
The query graph is modi�ed to decompose the query into the
partial queries. The parts of the graph that contain methods
are separated from the other parts, with new instances of the
relations connected by the equijoins.
The algorithm of the decomposition is as follows.

1. Separate every method join as a partial query, modifying
the graph in the following way.

(a) If the method join shares regular relations, but vir-
tual one, with other predicates, create an instance
of every shared relation.

(b) Add equijoins which connects the new instances and
their original ones.

2. Make partial queries which consist of the still jointed
nodes and the predicates occupied by those nodes.

Based on this algorithm, we can create the partial queries as
A through D in Fig. 5.

The parts B;C and D are separated in Step.1. New in-
stances for R3; R4 and R5 are created in Step.1a, and the
equijoins for them are also added to the graph in Step.1b. No
instances are to be created for the virtual relations R6 and R7,
and the predicates involving such virtual relations are always
used only in the �nal composition process. Only one part A
is made in Step.2, which is a set of the relations and the con-
necting predicates. We do not divide such part as consists of
only relational operations any more, because the underlining
relational DBMS is responsible for the optimization of the re-
lational expression. Thus, the areas enclosed with bold lines
in Fig. 5 are the partial queries resulted from the decompo-
sition, and the predicates enclosed with bold broken lines are
the joins for the composition.

The implementation of the method parts (i.e., parts B
through D) depends on the application language, and they
are calculated in the C++ object layer. On the other hand,
the other part can be performed in the relational layer. And
the �nal result is composed by taking the joins of all the par-
tial results. From the composed relation of the �nal result, the
view object and the C++ object (i.e., DeptObj) are instan-
tiated by arranging the nested tuples. It is true that partial
queries can be independently calculated, but that approach to
query execution will create large temporary relations for the
partial results. We will next discuss an approach to optimiza-
tion to avoid this problem.



4.3 Optimization

Our approach to optimization is similar to the well-known
decomposition method of query processing [16, 22, 26].

An advantage of the decomposition approach is that during
composition we do not have to use the original relations for
the calculation of the partial queries. We can use the results
of other partial queries instead. Because we join the partial
results together, only the tuples of the partial results that par-
ticipate in the answer need to be computed. This optimization
is akin to semijoin reduction. Therefore, by using the results
of partial queries, we can avoid unnecessary generation of tu-
ples in temporary relations.

Another advantage is that not all the attributes are required
for composition. The attributes requested in the select clause
are necessary, and we also need ones used for the subsequent
joins and the object instantiation process. We have to include
only those attributes in the temporary results.

The query optimizer decides the sequence of calculating
partial queries, and selects the attributes that are contained
in the temporary relations. We use a heuristic approach, and
some of these heuristics follow.

� If there is a method part with the source relation that
is not joined with any other uncalculated partial query,
calculate it soon because there is no possibility to make
its result smaller.

� If a partial query calculates the relation joined with the
source relation of an uncalculated method part, calculate
it earlier than that method part if possible, to reduce the
size of the source relation for the method join.

� If no uncalculated method part remains, the rest of the
calculation should be entirely performed at the same
time, to make the best use of the optimizer of the re-
lational DBMS. That is, no more temporary relations
are created if the rest of the computation can be entirely
computed by the relational DBMS.

These rules can be applied to the example query to decide
the sequence. The partial query A is calculated �rst based on
the second rule, because A contains the relation R3 1, R4 1
and R5 1, which can be used for the source relations of the
partial queries B, C and D. Then, the B and C have the
source relation, which are not joined with other uncalculated
parts any more. Hence, they are calculated before D by the
�rst rule. After the last part D is calculated, there remains
no partial query and the last rule applies. Finally, the rest
of the query|only the join parts in this case|is performed.
The query procedure for this example follows.

R(A) = � R3:cname;
R3:dname;
R4:ename;
R5:ename

� R1:cname = R4:cname ^

R4:ename = \Tom00
^

R1:sales > R2:sales ^

R2:cname = R3:cname ^

R5:salary > R4:salary � 2

(R1� R2�R3�R4� R5)

R(B) = �( R(A):R3; typicalEmployee(); R5;
f R3:cname; R3:dname; R5:ename g )

R(C) = �( R(A):R4; age(); R6; f R4:ename; R6:age g )

R(D) = �( R(B):R5; age(); R7; f R5:ename; R7:age g )

RESULT = � R3:cname;
R3:dname;
R5:ename

(R(A) 1 R(B) 1 R(C )
1 R5 2:ename = R5 3:ename

^ R6:age > R7:age
R(D))

The R(X) represents the temporary relation for X. The
operations �, �, � and 1 are the relational operators pro-
jection, selection, Cartesian product, and join, respectively.
We have followed the notation of [22]. The R(A) and the
�nal result consist of only those operations, so they are cal-
culated by the relational database using its optimizer. The
�( X; f; Y; fa1; a2; : : :g ) represents the join of the source
relation X and the target relation Y via the method f , and
only the attributes a1; a2; : : : are created in the result of the
join. For instance, the R(C) is calculated invoking the method
age() to every object which has its semantic key in the R4 part
of the R(A). Thus, the R(C) is calculated from R(A) which
is expected to be a small relation containing only Tom's data
in R4. The R(B) and the R(D) are also calculated using
the results of other partial queries which can be smaller than
the original relations. You can also see that the unnecessary
attributes are projected out from the temporary results.

5 Further discussion

5.1 Criteria for optimization

In our optimization approach, we have focussed on the size
of the temporary data generated in the process of the query
execution. One of the reasons for this choice is that the perfor-
mance index should be independent from the implementation
of the underlining relational database. Very general criteria
are required, because we do not customize our system to one
particular relational DBMS and will not go into the optimiza-
tion performed in the relational level.
In general, the increase of the data gives rise to the frequent

page fetching in relational databases, and raises the commu-
nication cost in a distributed system. Therefore, The query
processing which minimize the size of the temporary data gives
a fairly good solution in the most cases, even though it is not
necessarily the best solution.
We have shown only heuristic rules for the optimization,

but there are many ideas on the metrics to estimate the query
performance predicting the size of the temporary data. The
discussion on the metrics for the query optimization is beyond
the scope of this paper.



5.2 Mismatch in language and data

It is pointed out that some impedance mismatch exists
between the languages and the data models in object-oriented
databases [8]. As mentioned in Section 2, Penguin system
generates the C++ objects on which the data of the internal
database are automatically mapped, and user can access, up-
date and navigate the database using the methods o�ered by
the C++ classes. Therefore, it is not costly for users to fetch
data in their applications. Also, the language-independent
view-objects alleviate the impedance mismatch since they sup-
port translation to the object paradigm.
But another type of serious mismatch can occur between

languages and data models when users issue ad hoc queries,
an issue relating to the lack of the closure property in object-
oriented databases [1]. For example, the result of the query
shown in the previous section has a compatible structure with
the pre-de�ned view-object DeptObj, which contains the data
of the department and the nested tuple of the employees.
Hence, the view-object and the C++ object of DeptObj can
be created for the query result, and the user can access the re-
sult just in the same way as accessing the pre-de�ned objects.
But if a user makes the next request, some problems arise.

Query: \Select every pair of employees, where both persons
work in the same department."

SELECT d1:employee; d2:employee
FROM DeptObj d1 d2
WHERE d1 = d2

In this case, the user is likely to request the following view-
object for the query result.

ename colleague

ename

Tom Peter

George

John Mary

Steve

Jim

.

.

.
.
.
.

But no compatible pre-de�ned object type is found for this
result. To cope with such a situation, a new view is to be
dynamically generated. A conceptual connection colleague
is also introduced in this new view-object. The connection
colleague is not found in the original schema neither, but this
connection can be actually constructed on the original struc-
tural model using two sets of employee connection with a hid-
den relation Dept ( that is, Emp �! Dept  � Emp ). Some
ideas of the connection with such missing nodes will be found
in [10].
The problem is that the C++ does not support such a dy-

namic class de�nition mechanism, and the system cannot cre-
ate C++ class de�nition for the ad hoc query result at run
time. As shown in C++ code before, navigations correspond
to pointers and member functions to access those pointers
which are de�ned before programming, and they cannot be
changed after the applications are set to run. Therefore, con-
nections generated by ad hoc queries cannot be implemented

in the same way as regular pointers. This limitation results
in the situation that the user can access the data in the rela-
tional level and view-object level of interface but cannot use
C++ objects. We leave this problem for further study by
object-oriented programming language designers.

6 Conclusion

We have described an approach to query processing for
the Penguin system. The query system shown in this paper is
used to support object views of a relational database, which
enables many applications to share data, each with its own
object schema. The language supports the multiple layers of
the schema, and users can make use of the relational DBMS
and C++ methods. We have also described how the queries
are optimized. The optimization is based on the decompo-
sition approach, and the heuristics are introduced to reduce
the size of the temporary data in the query process. In fu-
ture work, more discussion will be done on the issues we have
shown in the last section, and we also plan to experiment with
approaches to query performance such as making better use
of the cache. We believe those activities will help us to build
more e�cient and powerful applications in the object-oriented
programming.
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